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This updated edition of Thomas Nelsonâ€™s popular Complete Book of Bible Maps and Charts has

everything you need to visualize the events, places, and people in the Old and New Testaments.

Perfect for small-group leaders, Bible school teachers, or if youâ€™re simply curious about biblical

times, Complete Book of Bible Maps and Charts provides a visual overview of the Bible in its

entirety. Valuable resources include new, full-color, high-resolution maps and charts along with

downloadable PDFs for presentations and classes; tables, charts, and diagrams that organize Bible

information for ease of learning and memorization; historical articles providing insight into Bible

times; and introductions to each book of the Bible.
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I have to say I was disappointed with this purchase, but only because of my expectations most

likely. It is a good book, and if you do not have a resource such as this in your library it is worth

while. However, I like "The Moody Atlas of Bible Lands" much much better for maps and

geographical information. It is far more in depth. This book by Nelson is mostly the same material

found in their Nelson study Bibles. I have one, so this book did not have much in the way of new

material. Again, it is a good book if you don't have this type of resource, but I would recommend

buying the Nelson study Bible and Moody Atlas in tandem instead.

I purchased this item for my Kindle Fire, but after it downloaded, I had no maps! The only maps

included were so small (and not re-sizable)that I couldn't read them. I'm not looking for a



commentary, just an atlas. This isn't it.

Do not purchase for Kindle it is not compataible. It will not display all of the content and its very tiny

you can barely make out the maps. UselessPurchase in paperback. Kindle tech blames the

publishers

Few maps, hard to enlarge or pan or to select city and read comments about it.very simple charts.

not rich in information

I got this hoping for better maps, but only got bigger ones. With no added details, and a lot of blank

space. The introducions and outlines are useful to those who haven't read those books first. The

charts, again, are useful to beginning students of the Bible, but not to those who have studied a lot.

The pictures were not useful at all, in my opinion. I gave it away to a new Christian, hope he likes it.

The text in some of graphics/maps is unreadable at every zooming level. As the text content is fairly

superficial it's not a particularly useful book on the Kindle.app on iPad.

Nelson's Complete Book of Bible Maps and Charts, 3rd Edition is a welcome enhancement to my

personal Bible study. The layout of the text along with the maps and charts keep the information

clear and concise. There is a consistency of structure throughout while remaining flexible to include

the necessary information of a particular book of the Bible.For example, the section on Ruth gives

the background of the story, discusses the theme of redemption, the role of Ruth as an ancestor of

Jesus as well as other details. The charts included in this section help to give an in-depth view of

this story, and the detailed map clearly highlights the probable path and distance traveled by Ruth

and Naomi. In the section on Acts there are separate maps of the journeys taken by Philip, Peter

and Paul, a chart of the sermons written in the book of Acts, and other pertinent information.Plus,

there is the added bonus of downloading for free all the maps and charts included in this book for

your own personal study, group study, or presentation. That's a really nice feature. Overall, I think

this book is a good addition for gaining more understanding of the Bible, its people, and biblical

times.Please note that I have received this book for free from the publisher through

Booksneeze.com, and the review is my own opinion. I am making this statement in accordance to

FTC guidelines.



Perhaps it might be my fault that I don't know how to make the maps in this volume larger, so they

can be seen on my tablet and S5 phone. I don't think so..... They are VERY small on a 12" tablet,

and impossible to see on the phone. The text ends up VERY large. The second problem is in the

way links will take you to another associated page, but no way to return to the original page. This

book needs to have a web page type tab system, that you can keep several areas open, and cross

reference these pages, and the maps need to be big enough to study them without eyestrain. I am

sure the book version of this text is awesome, but in ebook form, it merely points out why books are

superior for referencing multiple sources at one time.
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